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Specularly reflected and scattered radial ion was measured at \ 30, 100,

200 A Frorn artificially rouqhened flat mirrors and From thick uacuura evapora-

ted Au gamples. (he results oF the rouqhened sampltd are in reaaonable agree-

ment with Beckmartn's scalar theory using an exponential autocorrelation

Fimclion. The angle dependent acattering distribut ions at dif'ferent angles

oF incidence and diFFerent wauelengtha are descrihed with a unujue mean

roughness and aulocorrelation length. fhe application of the vector theory

in its aimplest analytical Form is not successful, however, it prouides

a means Iti qtjalitattvely corract the scalar theory for the inFluence of

the actual optical constants oF the scattering surface in agreement with

experiments. fhe thick Au filma are roughened due to surFace crystalli^at ion

and yielij completely diFFerent scattering diatribut ions. These reaults could

not be Filted with scalar theory neither with an exponential nor with a

gaussian autocorrelation (unction.
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i. Introductign

A proper imderstanding oF aurFace scattering in the vacuum ull.rnwiület (UUU)

find soFt x-ray regiona becomes increasingly important äs these spectral

regiong are now quite readily accessible due to the availability of intenae

Synchrotron radiation. Valuaöle Information on surface topology can he obtained

in principle From surFace acattering experiments. Thia inuolves a themulical

analysis oF the scatterinq data. The applicability oF several communly uaed

theorelical approximat ions neeiJs to be testecl. Not lesa impurlant ;iiriis are

the study oF thu influence oF preparation methoda on the su; .«:e sl.ructure

oF (hin Filma, crystals, optical surFaces etc. and the Standard evuluation

oF the performance of optical elements for example of mirrora lor soft x-ray

telescopea used in space astrunomy.

Inuestigationa of this kind haue been widely performe et with lasers in the

visible or with hard x-ray line sources {aee e.g. /1-8/) since the:;e supply

the nerreasary mtensity in a well collimated beam. In the VUV- ur snft x-ray

wavelength ränge (X 3 20 - 1000 ft) only a few investigat ions haue been carriti'1

out on light acatteimcj /9,1C/. Out interest in the optical prrjpeilies of

aolids at these wavelengths and the awailabüily oF the Synchrotron radiation

source DORl^i fl led us lo a broader inuestigation oF this subjert.

Ihe overlap between acattering results applying diFFerent wavttleiujths (and

also those of other surface mspectton methods like the use oF Stylus Instru-

ments) is limited since each muthod emphasizes a special ränge nf vi^rtical

and horizontal surtace atructures /1l/. Ihe major reason is explai >«d l'rom

Ihe simple gratimj equation, decompostnq the roughness into founur coinponents

: Univeraity ,oF California, Lawrence Berkeley Lulsurnlnry, fentur
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correspondiiio. to sinusoidal gratings. Then it is easily seen (.hat it is

inpoaaible to resolve grating spacings less than A/2 (Rayleigh limit). Another

Hmitation arisea für short wauelengths mainly far x-ray scatteritiy from

the Itwer reflectiwity in this spectral ränge which allows only scattering

at very grazing engles of incidence and only near the direction <>f specular

reflection. Combininq these two aapecta we conclude that scattering of soft

x-rays (typically at X = 100 R and 80° angle af inciilence) will mainly be

determined by lateral spacings in the o r de r of 100 A - l [im. This region

is not accessible by visible light because of the Ftayleigh limit and also

not easily accessible by x-rays becatjse of intensity reasons. In addition,

the expertmental conditiong, siich 33 the detector apertures set further

limits.

[n this paper we restricl our analysis to theones which deal with a single

surface that cari he statistically described in terms of the Isotropie auto-

currelation function C /12,1J/ and which yield resulta in closed analytic

form, rollowing Kirchhoff's method Beckmann /13/ has developed a well-Unown

scalar theury liased un several aasumptiora of which the most Important are

1) the roughncss curuature radii have to be large compared to the wavelenyUi

("tangent plane approximation") and 2) the neglect of the influence of the

optical ciinstants (reflectivity R = I) on the scattering dislributtnn.

Amorig the t/ar LÜUS methods takinq into account the wector rrharacter of the

electromagnetic waue and thereby optical constants and polarization, we

consider here the perturbation theory developed among othars hy Elson

and Church /ll/, jjhicii has the single limitation that the nns-roughness

0 has to be small: o « A.

Both theories are described in section II. Each of them has adwanLages and

diaadvantages. Fhe final equationa are aimilarly structured arithmetic expres-

siona containing two separate terms for the specular and diffusely reflected

intensity.

The roughness induced reduction of the specular reflectiuity which is related

to the so-called Total Integrated Scatter TIS, is at least for lateraly

large atructures /15/ mainly influenced by the rms-roughness o while the

diatribution of the intensity scattered into different Elements of solid

angle ia moatly gouerned by the autocorrelation length T, a meaaure for

the mean lateral Separation and/or extension oF the surface structures.

In section III, we concentrate on the !-dependence of the scattering distribu-

tton far various angles of incidence and warious UUV-wavelengths, For this

purpo^e, and eapecially to prove the sensitivity of light in nur spectral

reqion to structures with ahort spacial frequencies we prepared two different

kmds of rough sample s, a) by polishing glass Substrates with pol iah of

difFerent grain size and evaporating thereafter thin ouerlayers of qold

and b/ by evaporating thick layers of gold, which are known to form rough

surfaces due to the growth process. Ue expected to get samples with the

same mean roughness amplitude but with different autocorrelation lenqths T.

Also scattering distribittions of uncoated polished Substrates with nearly

the same surface topology were obtained in order to investigate the influence

of the optical constants and thereby the suitability of the theunes. Becsuse

of this intentional rouqhening our samples are roui|her than state of the

art optical surfaces. On the other hand the altogether weak signai uf scattered

liqht becomes measurable with good accuracy and therefore a cnnipariuon with

theory 13 meaningful. Ihe resuLla are suinmarized in section (V.



I I . Iheory

The acatterinq geometry is easily explained (see fig. 1): An electromagnetic

wave with a wauelength X (wavevector |k| = —) is incident on e moderately

rouqh surface at an angle 0 to the surface normal and is scattered at the

polar scatlering angfe G, and the azimuthal angle 0,. Ihe specular direction

IG then ciescribed by 0. = 0~ and 0. = G. Since onr measurements haue been

always carried out In thu pland'of incidence, G will be zero throughout

thia paper.

As mentioned already in the introduction and also by other authorg, e.g.

/ll/, basic properties of the scattered light can be roughly derived from

uery simple considerations:

1. Ihe phose difference Acp which two neighbouring rays undergo wtien tliey

are reflected specularly fron different levels on the surface, where h is

the heiqht difference (f ig. 2), is given by the Tollowinq relation:

Uns iip, if small, should be related to Ihe loss of intensity in the specular

direction. For reasons of energy conservation the loss in specularly ceflecled

intensity shuuld he related to tht total scattered intensity US ( i o L a t

Inteqrated Scatter) , altliough a possible additional surfare ahsorption is

neglected in Uns consideration. We conclude thnt the l [5 is a monotonously

- 6 -

nsinq function of o/)a caa ö where o is the mean rouqhnesb.

2. Ihe grating eguation must hold for each singlü Fourier cumporient of the

rough surface:

sin 0„ = sin 0 *- m - « = + l, + 2, ...
i. l O — —

d = "grating" constant

From this we learn, that the spread of the scattered intensity ovcr the

different anglen EL is dependent on d, such that the scattering distribution

becomes broader if d becomes smaller {ar if the incident intensity is more

grazinq), The angular distribution of the acattered intensity 1(6 ) will

be a function of Vd and sin 0..

All this has of course to be cunfirtned by a riqorous Iheoretical treatment.

In order to arriue at that goal, we firat have to specify the nature of

the rouqh surface /1V. Ihe coordinates of the surface shall be r - (x,y,? ~

£(*.y)) where ^(x,y) represents the rough surface with the mean üurFace

leuel at 2 - 0.

Ihe theones which are outlined here, consider the surface height to be

a randnin variable which is Fully characterized by a two-dimiinsiunül probabili-

ty distribution p(z ,z?) giuing the probability that the surf.ire heights

yx,y) at Iwo difFerent lateraly separated points l and 2 assumo ualues

z. and z_. This distribution is mostly assumed to be Isotropie and qaussian

wilh respect to the surface heights. It can then be representi'd by its uariance

> and the autocorrelat ion Funrtitm C(T) = > wi Lh the
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Separation paranieter T = lr?~ri!• 'he uariance is equal to the square of

the rma-roughness, so that it givea us an Information abnut the roughness

depth, while the autocorrelation function characterizes the lateral aurface

atatistics. For two very close points correlation should be perfect, C(D) = l,

"hile C(T) usunlly decreases rapidly for randomly rough surfarea with in-

creaaing Separation T. The value t = I , for which C(T) = 1/e, ia called

the autocorrelation lenqth and provides a measure for the mean lateral siie

oF the aurface structures. /<.(,<> = o and C(T) (or I) allow a practical descnp-

tion of the surfaco, which is needed for ensemble averaging in the scattering

theories. C(t) can well be conatructed from several surface height measure-

ments with a profilometer l\1l• Such meaaurements are of course bandwidth

limited, e.g. most optical and mechanical Stylus profilometers are restricted

tu lateral separatlotts > l \m. C(T) is often given in an analytiral form,

moatly äs exponential nr gaussinn;

C ± e
• I / I -r2/.2

for real surfaces these are qood approximations at best,

l he scalar scattering theory /JV is similar to KirctthoFF's treatment oF

the difFractiffli uf an electromagnetic t»awe E by a plane acreen with a hole

/16/. The uector character oF the Field is neglected. Start inq with llelinholtz's

integral, which reJates the acattered field at the Far zune observation

point to the total Field (E) , on the rouqh aurFace, one has to make

orooer assumptions about the boundary conditiona (E) .. and (6E/6n) r
v p v snrFace aurrace

Ihis ia done by expressing the field in terms oF the Fresnel reFlection

^coefFicient R = !f l Für a tangent plane at each point of the surFace,

which can be done reasonably only when ths rough surFace is changing its slope

sloMly at diatances comparable to the wavelength X ("tangent plane approximation").

Even with this approximation the Heimholt? integral cannot simply be ewaluated

since one doea not kno» the reflectivity R (local angle of inculence) at each

microscopic point on the surface. For thia reason Eeckmann aaaumeg inFinite

conductivity to make R = l or takes an awerage reFlectiuity R (0.), neglect ing

the local reFlectiuity uariations at each Integration point. Finally, lo

obtain the acattered intenaity per solid angle element one has to perform

ensemble averaging oF the Integrals which involvea the above atatistical

deacription oF the surface. Gaussi an height distribuUon and a particular

autocorrelation function result in the following final expresaion:

= R(8
öl

(Ö.-6L) + R (a) e"g - f(8
l t a i *l 1(2,3 m=t 11!

w

specular scatt

with

and

'»T2«2 t r, ,2g : __ (cQ[i t). + COS U„) g determines the convergence

of the series m l ,scatter

(l + cos 0 cos 6 - sin 6 sin 0?cus 0_

cos 0 (cos 9. *• cos 0_)'

W assumes the Follouing expressions for exponential and qaussian autocorrela-

tion Functions C( T):
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V = 'VS' = (3in °1 ' 2 8in Öl sin Ö2 C0a 6J * si" V T
A
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Ihe first term turns out to be the hell-known Expression R exp[ -(4iracos O . /X ) ]

which differs from zero only for Ö s 0 (indicated by the 6-fnnct:iin) yielding

a reduced specular reflectiuity R(0.) (it is aasumed that the light incident

on the sample is a parallel wava). Tne scatterinq distribution I
y scatter

mainly contains a geometry factor F ("obliquity factor"), a po*sr series

containing the surface statistics in terms of U and a A-dependent factor.m

Ihe further factor R (0.) ia the only one in which the scalar theory includes

the optical constants of the material correcting only the 0 = 0.-direction

of the Ig .. -distribution to the proper reflectivity. Tor wery small

rouqhnesses Q (q « 1) higher order terms of the senes can be neylected.

Ihert I . i s proportional to U., «hich is the so-called power fipectral

density function (PSD) and can be regarded äs the fourier Irans form af the

rouyhnesa. Ihere is aome uncertainty in the literature ahout the exact Torrn

of the geometry factor r (compare /2,3,6,J5/). Ue took the one also Aschenbach

et al. uned /k/ withüut applying their grazing inoidence approxiroations.

As a check we numerically integrated the whole dMI dfl)-distribution for

different anqles 0., over the füll solid angle Q and alwa>a obtamed unity

{ for R s 1) aa expected, which could not be achieued for the other proposed

F-factors.

The abovc result uf fieckmann's theory provea our previouü c-unclusions l

and 2: I , and consequently the T15 is onlv dcpenüent nn "/A * co-j 0 ,
speculur . H l
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The acattering distribution I ,. still contains both o (in y) and T (in W)

but for grazing incidence their influence can be separate^, c determinea

only the scattering intenaity level and T the diatribution shape. In order

to show this, we haue cocnputed equation (1) for an exponential autocorrelation

function applying realistic parameters o and T which are accessible to our

reflectometer. Fiqure 3 shows that the distributions üehuue ns expected.

Only, when g becomes large (i.e. 0 < 75°, o/i > 0.5) a has some influence

also on the shape of the distributiona.

We are not» turninq to the uector scattering theory. In its form which we

uae here for comparatiwe purpoaes /14/ is based on the first order perturba-

tiuu solution of the Heimholt* differential equation «hich shall not be

dealt with in detail here. Since the vector character of the electromagnetic

field is not neglected the incident, Iransmitted, and reflected light may

be polarized and furtheron reflectiwities R / l are treated more carrectly.

fhere ia no restriction on the shape of the roughneas äs it is the case

with the scalar theory. The only restriction is o « X because of the firab

order perturbation treatment. Ihis ig of course a seuere limitation for

soft n-ray wavelengths,

It happens that the result of thia theory i.3 quite similür Lo (1):

dl i 16" i- in \2 . n . iil + f (g ) o • Q • W.
specular .4 l tZ l

n

«ith F(0. z) - cos 0 cos

and the factor Q for s-uularized incident radiatiun and G, ; D:

(2)
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Q = E-I
cos 0. •*- /E-sin Oj)(cos 9 t /€-3in Ö?)

Again, the scattered intensity dialribution is dominated by the power spectral

density (PSDf-function, a geometry factor (F(6. „)) and a f'actor 0, replacing

R (0) and cnntaining the opticsl constants (e) and polarization properties.

Indeed, it turns out, that in the limit of c « A, 8 = 0 Q equala RQ and both

theories provide an identical Expression. Tor tne specularly reFlected inten-

sity l , we take the same form äs in eq. (1).
' specular

In Figure 4 scattering disbributions l calculated with eqs. (1) and

(2) using the exponential autacorrelation funcbion sre compared for 0, =

80°, X = 100 ft and o = }Ü Ä, Vector theory (Q = ]) and scalar theory diFFer

only for larqe values of Q - ö (away Prom the specular direction). Ihis

ia due to the conlnbution uf the higher orcter terms in ei(. (1) and to the

diFFe-ent ijeometry factors. The other curues show the inFUience of the reflecti-

vity R / l Tor qlass, the sfastrate we used, and gold. Basically R / l

results in a decrease of the scaLtered intenaity For 0? < 0. and in an

increase for Q? > 9. rompared to the R = l case.

For matenals which haue a steep reflectivity decreose at the cut-ofF angle

this decrease shnuld also be found in the scattering distribution aince

Q is structure<J similarly to the Fresnel equations.

In summanzifig we may state tliat the vector theory shoutd be preferred For

small rouqhnesses becausr of its more general approach includinq espectally

the "optical factor" Q- Ihe aduantage of the scalar theory is that it is

able lo take intu account larger rouqhnesses äs long äs n is not larqer

- 12 -

than the «auelength. Out this may be of crucial importance for soft x-rays

if the inuestigated aurface is not extremely smooth.

III. Experiraental results and discusaion

Ihe experiments discussed here were carried out with the VUV-reflectometer

/17/ of the Hamburg Synchrotron Radiation Facility (HASVLAB) at Üf.SY. Ihis

Instrument is capable of the high precision rotations and translations required

for occurate scattering and reflectivity measurements. All measurements

were made with s-polarized light and the scattering distributlons wcre de-

termined only in the plane oF incidence. The inatrument is capable in principle

also to measure off-plane strayiight and in situ prepared aamples under

ultrahigh vacuum conditions. With some rnodifications also measurements with

light incident in p-polarization are feagible but this Option was not used

in this inuestigation.

Iwo different types of detectors were uaed for these measurements. For accurate

absolute measurements a photodiade coated with AI 0, connected to a Dl'

ampliFier was used. An open photomultiplier equipped wibh a KC1 coated rathode

was used to obtain angular distributiona with qood angular resolution and

»heneuer it Mas necessary to Follovi the taita of the scattennq distribution

to uery IOM intcnsity leuels.

Ihe samples were prepared by euaporation of gold Films with diff"ere«l thick-

nesses onto a smooth or rouqhened glass Substrate. The currently nuailable

dynamical ränge of our signal electronics forced us to do most of the inx/esti-

gation with artiFicially rourjhened samples. This enabled us tu produce rtiFFerent
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types and degrees of roughnesses. Unfortunately at the time when tlie experiments

were performed, the evaporalion in the reflectometer was not possible yet,

so tliat the samples had contact with air before being measured.

Une series of sample» was prepared by coating glass Substrates which were

pnlished wilh l ̂ m or 15 iun diamond grains (in order to roughen them) with

500 A qold. As uur minimura caating thickness 500 Ä was chosen in order to

avoid interference effects Mithin the thjn films. The thin 500 Ä gold caating

should reprodure the Substrate roughness bi.it not introduce any appreciable

rauqhness of its own, so that the stray light mainly arises from polishing.

To confirm the reproduction of the surface structure by the coating and

to mvesliijatfi the influence of the optical constants of the t wo materials

nn the scattered light we also measured in seueral cases (see below) the

unconted but rounhened Substrate.

Fhe second type of samplea was then produced by e^aporatmn uf 500 R, 1(100 S,

and 2000 A qold onto smooth qlass Substrates (o = 5 A). Wtth increasing

coatinq lluckness the roughness of Au increases and the scatterinq propertics

finally are dominoted by the sti'uctures of the gold film. Couseqiifinl ly l''f

500 A film ori a not ro-polished aubstrate is the smoothest saniple presented

hure. Sinre the lateral irreijulanties of euaporated thin films are 'ypicallv

of the si/e uf the film thickneaa, we expect the lateial dimensions of the

rouglinesü of the Lhick Au films to be sroaller lhan ihoae nf the polished

samples.

Ihe dotted curves in fiqa. 5-9, 11 shou the experimentally determined scattering

distributions log (R >- •.— -r̂ ) for 6 samples including the spec'ilar reflected
o l o

peakg and the incident intensity profile Iv(not shown in all figures). Because

of serious difficulties not all samplea haue been measured ouer the same

variety of parameters (Ö.,X), Ihe curwes were normalized with renpect to

I , the incident intensily, and eacti distribution was divided by Jts corresponding

fresnel reflectivity R at G. /18,19/ ao that the lowering of the peaks with

increasing grazing angle is a direct maaaure for o and represents the factor

•y

exp [-(dno coaQ.A) Jof eq. (1). I can be separated uery well from
i scatter

l . by comparing Ihe angular distributions with Lhat of I . A L I curves
specuidr o

exhibit a pronounced dependenre on the wavelength and angle of mri denee

resulting in changes of the acattering distributions and their intensity leuel

with resuect to l and I(0„=Ö ) (Ihe peak intensitiea of each curue). Further

scattering distributinns are given in refs. /2G.21/.

Already a first inspection of the experimental curves confirms sume yeneral

trends predicted by the conslderatiorts 1. and 2. in section M äs well äs

trends qiwen by eqa. (I) and (2) of the preuious chapter: e.g-, fiy. 6 shows

very well that the S'^allered intensity lewel increasea with du reasinq »ra^e-

length and with decreaaing angle of incidence 0. (see especially the latio

I , /l .. (OT = 0,} of the experimental curvea). Addit Lima l l y ,
specular scat t e r 2 1 K '

the distribution becomes brnader with increasing wauelength and inrreasing

Ö. just äs predicted by the grating analogy. But there are äs well some

features of the scattering branches which are not so obuious to undertiLand

e.g. the changes in relative intensity at O > 9. to that at f < 0 .

Comparing nur results to the scattering theoriea of section 11 we ohtain

hfist rpr.iilts with Itie sralar thenry of HerUmann, fn makmij the<u> fits we



used the fact that the shapes of the distributions are almost independent

of the rms-roughnens a aa we atated in aection II. ° was cletermined from

continous measurements of the specular reFlectivity versus 0. (not shown

here) using the first term of eq, (!)• With these Q-values For the difFerent

samples tlie fits were performed by varying mainly the autocarrelation length

T and the ratio I , to I .. The latter is determined by the finite
specuiar scatter '

detector aperture Sl , which was small compared Lo the broad scattering distn-

bution. Since n , the solid angle subtended by the effectiue area on the

photocathode, is difficult to neasure accuraLeiy it was used äs the fit

parameter. Fits were made using ßeckmann's scalar theory (ecj. (1)) with

an exponential autocorrelation funclion C (T). The fits are shown äs solid
Q

curves in f iqs . 5-0. The best f i ts were obtained for Lhe nolished samples

( f i g s . 6 and 7), especially for the one polished w i t h l t»m-Jiamond paste.

In the la t ter rase it was possiblts to perform a very qood fit w i t h one para-

metcr-set o, l, Sl. for all curues in fiq. 6, and «ith fi, 7(1 ?i smaller than
d ' d

ttie solid anqle determined from the qeometrical detector aper tun . Also

the increase of tlie scatterin.) intensity with decreasinqO. ia explained

accurately by eq. (1) for thiLj sample.

For the other s.imples H , had to be adjusted differently for each particular

distributicm within a Factor 3. For the smooth "500 Ä-sample" and the "15 |im-

polished" sample Hie scalar theory still gives consistent inFormation about

Lhe autocorrelation lenqth T.

Ine results of all fits with eq, (1) are summarized in table 1. Hit; thick

gold Films yielded only a reaaonable fit for the 1000 R thick films (not

shown here, see refa. /20,2l/) for 0. = BC"; in the case of the 2HOO H film

(Fiq. G) no really aatisfactory Fit could be achieued. These suir^les qiue

totally different scattering patterns than the other samples. The deduced

T-ualues can therefore only be understood aa rough estimates. Norietheless,

they are confirming our expectation that the gold film roughness yield lateral

structures with sntaller sizes than the polishing proceas.

LJe also tried to make the Fits with a gaussian autocorrelation function

C (T) but the upper part of fig. 9 demonstrates for one sample that the

general shape of the curues euatuated from eq. (1) with C (T) is not able

to explain any of the experimental scatterinq distributions. Ihis is in

agreement with the experience of other authors, who preFerred exponential

autocorrelation functions to explain uislble light- or x-ray measuremcnts

/7,22/.

Swne Features of the measurements, hoMeuer, remain onuxplaine-1 frinn eq. (l)

using C (T), Ihe main discrepancy is the high scattering intensity (shoultter)

in the right branch uf all distributions measured for 9. ± 70° and X = 100 ft.

Ihis effect appears to be euen somewhat increased for targer rourjhnesses a .

In section II it 105 mentioned that Oeckmann's tlteory does not include the

effect of the finile reFlectivily R / l on the scatterinq distrjbutiun

so that the theoretical curves of fiqs. 5-6 haue to be mndulatcd by an (jptic

factor. for Elaun's uecLor theory such an optical Factor (Q) is available.

Stnce both theories have similar structure of the final analytical results

we consiiier here only the possible improwement by apptyinq thp veclui ttienry

(usinq C (T)) for the "l tim-unlished" sample which was so well exotained

by the scalar theury (üee fig. 6).
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The lower part oF Fig. 9 show.n the vector theory calculated for the parameters

a, T, fi already tledueeil from scalar theory. From tlüs fit it is obuious

lhat. the 1. order vector theory i3 not able to give a better Fit to the

experimental curves than the scalar theory. An attetnpt to improve the Fit

by varying t qave the cesult that we had to reduce T from 2500 B (see table 1)

to rouqhly T = SOG R to get a better fit for X = 100 R. At X ; 200 Ä, however,

the agreement which was better there before disappeared. l-Je suggest that

our samples are too rough to fttlFil the necessary condition o « X for using

the uector theury in the Form oF eg. (2). This equation is just lacking

the additinnal terms N (m > 1) which are included in eq. (1).m

Nonetheless the optical Factot Q of eq. (2) can gjve us a hint in which

directinn the theoretical curves based on the scalar theory may have to

be corrected. Q(0 ) ha3 a similar shape 83 R äs a Function öf 9 (see fig. 10).

Consequently the scalar curues should be lowered at the leFt branch and

raised at the right branch to take into account the efFect oF the optical

conslants fcir the non-specular directions äs required by the 1. order vector

theory. This can be :;een in the thearetical curves oF Fig. H for gold and

glass. to prove this, ne have measured also uncoated glasa Substrates which

were prepared in the same way äs our gold coated polishei) üamples of figs. 6

and 7 so that the main difFerence in the scattering process shuuld be the

diFFerent Q-Factors deternined by the optical constants. Comparing both

scattering distributiong oF fig. 11 clearly shaws that the predicted lowering

and raiaing oF the branches really occurs. Ihe amount of this effect is

diFferent For diFferent samples (rouqhnesses), an obseruation which is not

predicted by the 1. order Q-factor.
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The drop in reflectivity near the critical angle, which occurs For gold

at Q. =72° (A = 100 Ä), is also contained in Q a3 a functiun uf 0 i.e.

there is also a similar drop in Q below Ö? * 72° (see Fig. 10). We obserue

this äs an especially pronounced change in slope between the left and right

nings oF our 70°-scattering distributions leading even to a shoulder in

the scattering distribution of the thick Au film in Fig. 8. At X ± 200 Ä

the Q-Factor for gold does not show such a steep decrease but rather a slight

continuous decrease From 0 = 90° to CL = 50°. And indeed the experimental

curues at 200 Ä do not exhibit that shoulder,

Ihus, the Q-Factor giues a qualitative understandinq oF some oF the discre-

pancies between the scalar theory and the experimental curues. Ihe fact

that no consistent (1-Factor corrected fit For all measurements oF one sample

ciiuld be Found is probably due to the fact that the itnportant condition

o « X, for which the given Q is denved, is not valid.

Our experimental resiilts are in agreement with x-ray srattering measurements

oF Voneda /23/ and others /2ü,25/. These authors also measured a shoulder

or even a peak at a fixed angle 0? near the critical angle 0 ("Voneda effect"}.

This effect only occurs when Q is smaller than 3 and is rouqhness dependent

äs in our case, Warren and Clarkes /24/ assumed a kind of "dirt layer" to

explain the Yoneda-eFFect. This appears not to be the complete truLI» since

the eFFect occurs also at reasonably clean surfaces äs Cuentert /25/ and

we have shonn. But to all these authors the Yoneds-effect appears to be

rel.ited to the critical angle of total reflection. If the Interpretation

of the scattering measurements in terms of Q is correct, there should be

chfimjt::. in the wings of the distributions for all angles of inridenreO



and not only Tor Q. < 0 . Using an appropriate Q-factor, or better a higher

Order vector theory, which is not available yet, the whole scaLtering pattern

should become explainable in terns of U , F and Q.

Cgnclusion

Ue haue demnnstrated expenmental ly, lhat soft x-ray surface scattering

is a valuable method for the characterization of surface roughness in a

region uf lateral Founer components in the order of 100 Ä to l \im. We were

able to obtain the results by using a new high-accuracy reflectometer using

diFFerent photon energies and different angles of incidence. The measurements

covered an intensity ränge of up to six Orders of magnitude, Two kinds of

surfaces with completely differeiit angular distributions of the acattered

radiation were investigated, riui»ely artifically roughened aampleg by polishing

with intermediate grain polish and thick evaporated gold films which are

rouqh due to the re-crystallization during film growth.

Ue have analyzed nur results with Beckmann's scalar scattering theory which

on the oiie hand ignores the optical constants of the surface material but

on the otliBr hand ia not timited to roughnesses with o « X. This theory

yielded a good description of the results on the roughened samples with

an exponential correlation function. The dependenciea on angle of incidence

and on wavelength were correctly reproduced. All spectra cnuld be fitled

reasonably v«ll with ore aet of values for the mean roughness Qand the

autocorrelation length T.
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Fhe uector theory after Elsun did not aliow to fit the data properly. This

is understandable since it requires o « > which probably is not fulfilled

for our aamples. From a comparison of the two theories and their similar

structure a factor Q containing the dependencies on the optical conatanta

is aeparable. This factor at least qualitatively explained the large asyrometry

of the scattered radiation relative to the specularly reflected beani which

was not reproduced by the acalar theory.

Ihe roughness structure of thick Au films appeara to be guite HiFferent.

The scattering curves could not be reproduced with the scalar theoiy neither

with an exponential correlation function nor with a gaussian corielatiun

Function. Uhile the different character of the surface structurcs on polished

samples and on thick uapour deposited Au films is immediately obvious From the

shape oF tlie angular diatributlons of scattered liqht, a better theory should

enable us to extract Fuither Information on such surfaces from scatlennu, data.
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lable l Roughness parametera for the different samplea äs determined.

sample o(Ä) - 3 Ä 3oo a

polished glass (1 t"")
l> 500 A Au)

polished glass (15 (im)
{* 500 8 Au)

500 R Au on g]ass

1LHJQ A Au on glass

2000 R Au on glas a

27

28

18

29

(43)

2500

20on

1900

700

(1450)
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Fiqure Captigna

Fig. l Ihe scattering geometry,

Fig. 2 Illuütralion of the phase difference Atf> of neiqhbourinq rays

in the specular direction (Q. = 0 ), when they are reflected

at diTferent surface levelg due to a roughness atep h.

Fig. J The influence of the rms-roughness o and the autocorrelation

length T on the scattering distribution for grazing tncidence.

Thenretical curuea calculaled Fron» scalar theory (eq. (1), [ .. )
' * scatLur

DB i ng an exportential autocorrelation funtion ( X = 100 R, 0 : 0,

R = i > •

f'ig. 4 Comparison of the scalar theory /J3/ with the vector theory

/1V for different optical raaterials (o s 30 A, T = 1000 Ä,

\ ICQ A, e = n).

Fig. 5 Measured scüttering intensity distributions (diuided by R (0.)

and normal ized to the iricident intensity l ) in the plane of

incidcnce (0. ; 0) with a fit by scalar theory (solid curve).

A sumtnary of all fit parameters is giuen in table 1.

Fiq* f> Snmf äs figure 5 for the "l [im-polished" sample, which was the most

thoroughly characterized sample, l is the incident intensity profite.

. 7 Same äs ficjure 5 but "15 |im-pol islied" sample.

Tig. 8 Same äs figure 5 but 2000 R thick "rough gold coating".

Fig. 9 Upper pur t: "fit" with gaussian autocorrelation funrtutn (same

sample äs in figure 6).

Lower part: Tit with the vector theory (eq. (2 ) ) with the same

roughnesa parameters äs used in figure 6.

Fig. 10 Ihe optical factor of the vector theory Q (0,( 0?) äs a function

of 0- for different optical constunts and different 9. and ̂  values.

Since Q(Q,, 0_ ; 9.) ; R (0.) we normaliied the curues at 0, =
l 2 l o l 2

GJ to 1. Ihe inTluence of the CI-Tactor äs shown here for 0. =

BÖ" and A = 100 A on the theoretical scattering distribut mn

(eg. ( 2 ) ) i s shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 11 Ccmparison bettjeen meaaurementa of coated and uncoated potished

samples, which nere prepared aa similar äs possible. The diFlerent

optical constants of glaaa and gold cause characteristic changes

of the scattering intensity. Oespite these changes the overall

shape of Ihe disti-ibutions from the coated samples clnsely folluw

those of the Substrate, which confirms that a thm coatiny

(500 A Au) does not chatige the suhstrate roughness.
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